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Abstract 
Lahahn, R.. Information flows on hypergraphs. Discrete Mathematics 113 (1993) 71-97. 
We consider a generalization of the well-known gossip problem for hypergraphs: In a given set 
V of points, let each point of a subset X c V know a unit of information which is not known by 
any other poi,l.. The points of V communicate by a sequence of k-party conference calls during 
which the k paints exchange all the information known to them, and none of which are 
redundant. This exchange of information stops when every point of a subset Y c V knows ail 
the initial units cJf information. We give both lower and upper bounds on the number of calls in 
such a sequeric .:. and we present a structural description of such processes. 
1. Introduction 
We consider combinatorial investigations of information exchanges in com- 
munication networks. The modern study of this topic began with the so-called 
‘gossip’ or ‘telephone’ problem published in 1971 by Boyd [2]. Since then, a lot of 
papers on man) different models of information dissemination in different 
networks have appeared. We refer the reader to the excellent 1988 survey article 
by Hedetniemi, Hedetniemi and Liestman [6] for a discussion of models and 
results, and for a very extensive list of references. 
First we introduce a general model. Our definitions and notation follow the 
basic and very general ideas introduced in [4]. Let &I be the set of positive 
integers, and let 2N be the sei of all finite subsets of N. Let cl and k be arbitrarily 
fixed positive integers with tz 3 k 3 2, V := { 1, 2, . . . , n}, and E a collection of 
k-element subsets of V. The pair H = (V, E) is called a k-uniform hypergraph, 
the elements of V and E are called the points and the edges of H, respectively. 
Definition 1.1. An information flow (IF) on H is a mapping q~ : E-+ 2f’ such that 
for any pair of distinct edges e, e’ E E,, e f~ c’ # 0 implies q(e) fI q(e’) = 0. 
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The elements of q(c) are the mrmhers of Y, and for any e e E and :* E v(u), the 
pair c = (e; r) is said to be a call of q. The rth round S, is the set of ail calls of g 
with fixed number r. In this situation we also write that c fakes place otz e durirzg 
romd r. Each L’ E e is a parficipartt of c, which we denote by u E c. Similarly, for 
two calls c = (e; r) and T’ = (e’: r’), let c n c’ := e n e’. Finally, let C be the set of 
ail calls of 47. 
Each call c = (e; rj represents a k-party conference call at a fixed time unit (the 
round rj during which each of the k participants of c (the k points belonging to e) 
exchanges all information it knows at that moment with each other participant of 
c. By sequences of such calls we can organize the dissemination of initial items of 
information among the points of V. To formalize this we consider paths in H: For 
any given .Y. y E V. a sequence el, e:, . . . , e,,, of edges e; E E i>: called an 
(_r.v)-path iff.YEc,. yce,,, and e,ne,+,#0 (i=l,... ,m--1). Moreover, this 
path is s;aid to be (p-rnorzofonic. iff there are numbers r: E q(e,) (i = 1, . . . , nr) 
with r,<r,<--.<r,,,. Clearly. the calls (el; r,), (e,; r?). . . . , (em; r,,,) enable x to 
pass ali information known to it before round rl to y. 
Definilioo 1.2. For a k-uniform hypergraph H = (V, E), let X and Y be 
nonempty subsets of V. An IF 93 on H is called (X, Yj-conzp/efe iff for any x E X 
and any y E Y. there is a rp-monotonic (x. y)-path. If X = Y = V, then ~3 is called 
comp!ete. 
According to our model, an (X, Y)-complete IF on H is a sequence of k-party 
conference calls such that each point of Y learns ail items of information which at 
the beginning were known only by the points of X. 
An (X, Y)-complete IF v may contain calls which are not really necessary for 
(X. Y)-completeness. Our notion of reliundance is: A call L’ = (4; r) is redundant 
in the IF q if the IF q - c is still (X, Y)-complete. Here q - c is defined by 
Deifinition 1.3. An (X, Y)-complete IF T on H is called minimzlly (X, Y)- 
compiete iff it does not contaln redundant calls. 
For a given IF q on a k-uniform hypergraph H*tne following parameters are of 
interest: L(H. q):= Cc.sf: Iq(e)l, i.e. the number of calls or lmgh of the IF, 
UH. v):= IUe-r-. ddl. i.e. the number of rounds or firne of the IF. In this paper 
we are interested in the smallest and the largest length a minimally (X, Y)- 
complete IF on a k-uniform hypergraph on an rz-element set V can have. Zn order 
to find these lengths we may restrict our general model to the case where H is the 
complete k-uniform hypergraph (V, (:‘)). i.e. E is the set of all k-element subsets 
of V. For given positive integers II and k, and subsets X, Y c V, define: 
l:=min L(H. 6”) and L:=max L,(H, VP), 
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where H = (V, (L)) and the min/max is defined over all minimally (X, Y)- 
complete IF q on H. 
In Section 2 we investigate a modified minimal ordering associated with any IF. 
This leads to a structural description of IFS in the language of posets, which may 
be of some independent interest. In Section 3 we prove for the max-problem, in 
thecaseX=Y=V: 
L = 2(tz - k) + 1 if n <n”, 
where rz’ = 2k - 1 + [(2k - 1)2 - k(2k - I)]:. 
Section 4 contains an enumeration result for posets related to IFS. This is used 
in Section 5 to prove the lower bound for the min-problem: 
We also show that if IX n Y( 2 ,G’, then equality holds above. 
Finally, m Section 6 we discuss some existence results for psdsets representing 
the essential part of minimum length (X, Y)-complete IFS. 
2. The reduced minima1 order 
The definitions and results in this section apply to the general model introduced 
in Section 1. Therefore, let a k-uniform hypergraph H on V = { 1, 2, . . . , rz} and 
an IF Q, on H be given. 
Then R M := {((e; r), ( e’; r’) j; c tl c’ # a and r d r’} is a relation on the set C of 
calls. The transitive closure of RM is called the minimal order (MO) of the calls of 
q on H. It is denoted by PM = (C, S). This definition was first given by Bumby 
[3]. By its MO the IF is completely described, because the transmission of 
information between the participants of two calls c and c’ only depends on 
whether they are comparable in PM or not: If c d c’, then before c’ takes place at 
least one participant of cp knows all the information exchanged during c. 
The next step is to translate (X, Y)-completeness to orders, in order to do this 
let X, Y c_ V be non-empty sets. Consider the subset C,, of all calls in which a 
given point 21 participates. If C1, # 0, then obviously it forms a chain in PM, i.e. PM 
induces a total (linear) ordering on C,,. Hence we can find exactly one minimum 
and one maximum element in C,,, which we denote by min v and max ZJ, 
respectively. 
Definition 2.1. A partial order P I= (C, 6) on the set of calls is called (X, Y)- 
com[lefe, iff for any x E X, y E Y the sets Cx and Cy are non-empty and 
min Y d maxy. In the case X = Y = V we call P complete. 
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The following lemma suggests this definition. 
Lermna 2.6. PM is (X, Y)-complete iff q3 is (X, Y)-complete. 
proof. If Q, is (X, Y)-complete, then for any x E X and y E Y, there is by 
Definition 1.2, a q-monotonic (x, y)-path, whose calls form a chain in PM. Let 
this chain start with call c and end with call d. Then x E c, y E d and c <d. 
Because min x d c, d =S max y, transitivity implies minx d max y, i.e. PM is 
(X, Y)-complete. 
To prove the converse, we have to construct a q-monotonic (x, y)-path if 
minx < max y is known. In order to do this, we find a maximal chain 
minx=c,,ic,i... -% c,,, = max y. The order symbol together with a dot denotes 
the corresponding covering relation, i.e. c Y d iff c <d but there is no c’ with 
c < c’ < d. Because c,, n cl # 0 there is a greatest call d, E (c,, . . . , c,,,} such that 
co < d, and co n d, # 0. Iterating this process we get a sequence do:= 
co, 4, - * * , dI of calls with di < d;+, difId;+,#:O but dindj=@ for i= 
0, 1, . . . ,1-l, j=i+2,... , I - 1. This sequence ends with dl = c,,~ and the 
corresponding edges form a q-monotonic (x, y)-path, since x E min x = co = do 
andyEmaxy=c,,,=d,. El 
In the rest of this section let q be minimally (X, Y)-complete. As an immediate 
consequence of Lemma 2.1 we know that for any c E C, the MO of 43 - c is not 
(X, Y)-complete. Unfortunately, it is not possible to construct the MO of Q, - c 
directly from that of PM without knowing the original IF q. However we can infer 
the non-m;rrimality of an IF by using the following corollary for checking a 
sufficient, but not necessary, condition for a call to be redundam in the MO. 
Corollary 2.1. If there is a call c E C such that for any x E X and any y E Y, a chain 
from min x to max y not cv...___ =+f+ing c can be found in the couering relL#tion (C; ‘=), 
then c is a redundant call in the IF. 
Fig. 1 shows an example of a 2-uniform hypergraph (simple graph) f on 10 
points and a minimal comp!ete IF p on F. !n Fig. 2 the corresponding M9 is 
shown by its Hasse diagram. We omit the brackets and denote the calls by their 
participants. 
The minimality of 47, and similarly of PM, means that no call oi C can be 
omitted without destroying (X, Y)-completeness. Although it makes no sense in 
the IF q, in the poset PM we can ask for minimality with respect to the covering 
relation instead of minimality with respect to the underlying set C: Can any 
relation c -Z d be o,mitted from the covering relation (C; C) such that the 
transitive closure of the remaining part is still an (X, Y)-complete order in the 
sense of Definition 2. l? 
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The example given in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 already shows that this indeed is a new 
notion of minimality. Although the corresponding 9 is minimally complete, after 
omitting ({4,5}; 1) -? ({2,4}; 3) we still find chains for any minx to any max y in 
the Hasse diagram, i.e. the transitive closure remains to be a complete order of 
the calls. So in the new sense, ({4,5}; 1) -K ({2,4}; 3) is redundant, and &, is not 
minimally complete with respect to the covering relation. Because of this 
observation, we shall reduce the MO PM to ensure the extended minimality, too. 
To do this we need a third group of basic definitions which were suggested by 
an idea of Cot [s]. While our introductory definition is another than his, it will 
turn out the equivalence in the most important case later. 
Defin%on 2.2. A call c E C is said to be an F--call iff for any y E Y, c & max y. 
Let F- denote the set of all F--calls. For all x E X, we have minx E F- by the 
(X, Y)-completeness, i.e. in particular I;- #I!!. Let F- denote the set of all 
maximal elements of F-. 
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Dehition 2.3. A call c E C is said to be an F-caN iff for any c’ E F- , c’ < c. 
Let Fdenote the set of all F-calls. Because of Definition 2.2, for each y E Y, we 
have max y E F. Hence F # 0 and we can denote the set of all minimal elements 
of F with F. The calls of F- and F are called irredundant F-- and F-calls, the 
remaining are called redundant F-- and F-calls, respectively. The calls not 
included in the above sets form the inner kernel K,,:= (F- U P). The kernel of the 
order is K:=K,,U F- U F. 
The following results are similar for F- and F (in brackets). In what follows we 
use ‘predecessor’ and ‘successor’ in the sense of ‘immediate’ predecessor and 
successor, respectively. 
Obviously, each call a E F- \ F- [a E F\ F] has at least one successor [predeces- 
sor] in F- [F]. We arbitrarily choose one of them and denote u by s(u) [p(a)]. 
The finite chain 
a -? s(a) -? s(s(a)) -? - - - b =;PW =; P(PW) 5- * * -1 
has its last element in F- [F]. Denote this by f-(a) [f(a)]. For any given a, it is 
uniquely determined. Additionally, for c E F- [c E F], we define f-(c) := c 
[f(c) := c]. Then altogether we have a unique mapping f - : F--, F- [f : i’- F]. 
In ptiicular, a <f-(a) [f(a) =S a] holds. For x E X [y E Y], we also use the 
abbreviation f _L :=f-(minx) [f,:=f(maxy)]. 
Definition 2.4. The relation R,,, on C is given by: For any a, 6 E C, (a, 6) E R,,, iff 
a=b 
or a,bEF-andb=s(a) 
or a,bEIeanda=p(b) 
or a, b E K and (a, b) E RM. 
The transitive closure P,, : = (C, 6) of R,, is called the reduced minimal order 
(RMO) of the calls of 47 on H. 
ObGousiy the situation can occur that the RMO defined above is not uniquely 
determined for a given MO because it depends on the functions s and p. However 
any RMO wi!l suffice in what follows. Except for Sections 4 and 6 which are 
devoted to general posets, we use the symbols d and 2 for an RMO. 
Fig. 3 shows the RMO for F and p from Figs. 1 and 2. The irredundant F-- 
and F-calls are drawn as Cl and respectively. For k = 2, note th;t the functions 
s and ,V are uniquely determined by the given MO, and so is the RMO. 
We should remark that although P,,, c Pm, on the kernel both are equal. This 
immediately implies that for any c’ E F- and c E F, c’ d c. C’onsequently, for any 
x E X and y E Y, f; sf;. since f _; E F- and L. E F. Because minx 5 f -(min x) = f; 
and maxy 2 f (maxy) =f,, we have minx s maxy for all x E X and y E Y, i.e. P,,, 
is (X, Y)-complete. This shows that indeed we have omitted redundant relations 
of the original MO. 
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An easy consequence of the fact that cp, c I$, is the validity of Corollary 2.1 
even for the RMO, i.e. with -? instead of C. We wili use this fact to employ the 
minimality of v. 
In the remaining part of this section we list basic properties of the RMO which 
lead to a structural description of IFS and are used for the enumeration problems 
later on. Many of them are immedate consequences of the definitions or are 
well-known properties of posets. Thus technical details of the proofs are omitted. 
Because most of the properties hold similarly for F- and F, the statements for F 
are given in brackets. 
Proposition 2.1. F- [F] is an antichain, and F- [F] is the lower [upper] ideal 
generated by F- [F]. 
Proposition 2.2. Let be a E F- [a E F]. If c E F- and a G c [c E F and c 6 a], then 
c=f-(a) [c=f(a)]. 
Proposition 2.3. For a E a;- and b $ F- with a G b [a E F and b $ F with b 9 a], 
there is exactly one call c E F- [c E F] with a d c G b [b G c ~a], namely f-(a) 
[f WI* 
Proof. The uniqueness of the call c E F- follows from the unique choice of a 
successor s(a) for every a E F-. To see that such a call exists, note that every 
maximal chain from a 10 b meets F-. This contradicts the definition of R,,, for 
otherwise one could find a’ E &‘- and 6’ E I;- with a’ 2 b’. 0 
For any c E F- [c E F] let the block XC [y.] be the set of all points x E X with 
f; = c [y E Y with f, = c]. Because of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, UEF X(. 
[IJCEF x.1 is a partition of X [Y]. 
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Proposition 2.4. For c E F- [c E F], the block X,. [ x.1 is note-empty. 
Proof. Assume Xc = 0. Then for x E X and y E Y, the ascending chain from minx 
to max_v meets the antichain F- in f.; #c, i.e. none of these chains contains c. 
Hence c is redundant, which contradicts the minimality of cp. Cl 
We can use these results to give another characterization of F- and F. 
Proof. (a) If a 6 max y for any y E Y, then since e,, E PM we have a =G max y, i.e. 
a E F- by definition. If a E S;- , then for any y E Y, a cf-(a) ~4, d maxy. 
(b) Similarly, if a E F, then minx “f_; d f (a) da for any x E X. Now let 
IF-122 and ad b e given such that minx da for any XEX. If aEf;-, then 
minx 6 a d f -(a), and X consists of the one block X, (UJ. But this contradicts our 
assumption that IF-1 2 2, i.e. we have a $ li;-. Because of Proposition 2.4, 
for CEF-, there is an element x1, E Xc. Since minx,, E F-, a $ F-, and 
mm x0 d a, from Proposition 2.3 we know minx,, < f_;, = c d a. Hence for all 
CEF-, c<aandaEE Cl 
The lack of symmetry between I;- and F turns out to be a consequence of the 
definition of these sets. For n = 9 and k = 3, Fig. 4 shows the RMO of a 
minimally complete IF, for which the call ({ 1,4,7}; 2) is not an F-call, but it is 
greater than min .r for each x. Hence, IF-1 3 2 is a necessary condition in Lemma 
2.2(b). 
If IF-1 2 2, then Lemma 2.2 shows the similarity between F- and F. Note that 
the inverse order P, of P,, is minimally (Y, X)-complete and F- and F of c,l 
&=F=F- 
& 
Sl 
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correspond to F and F- of P,;, respectiaely. Therefore, throughout the paper, we 
may assume IF-1 d IFI w.1.o.g. Moreover, if IF-1 3 2, Lemma 2.2 yields the 
following interpretation: F-calls are precisely those in which all items of 
information are available. The irredundant F-calls are the first of these F-calls. 
This is the definition of Cot [S]. F--calls are the F-calls of the inverse IF. 
The following theorem shows the simple structure of our RMO if IF-1 = 1. 
Theorem 2.1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) F- n F # pf, 
(b) F- nF#0, 
(c) IF-1 = 1, 
(d) F- = F, 
(e) IFI= 1. 
Proof. (a)+(b); f i a E &‘- fl F, then f--(a) 3 a >f(a). Since f-(a) E F- and 
f (4 E IT f 74 sf (ah i.e. f-(a) = f (a) E F- f~ F. 
(b)+(c): If c~F_flF, then for any XEX, rninx6cEFcP by Lemma 
2.2(b). Since c E F-, X = XC, i.e. F- = (cl. 
(c)+(d), (e); If F- = {c}, then by Definitions 2.3 and 2.4, F = {d E C: c < d}? 
i.e. F = fc) generates this ideal. 
(d)+(a): 0#F-=F~f’-nF. 
(e) + (a): If F = {c}, then Y = Y,. Therefore c G max y for all y E Y, and from 
Le;rpma 2.2(a) we know c E F-. HencecEF-nFZF_ PIE D 
Theorem 2.1 suffices to handle the special case IF-1 = 1. We know that in this 
case only, the kernel of our IF coilapses to a single call, i.e. the inner kernel is 
empty. 
Let us, therefore, turn to the general case IF-1 2 2. 
Proposition 2.5. For any call d E Ko, there are calls 
(i) C’E F- and cE F with c’<ddc; 
(ii) c’ E F- and c E F with c’ $ d and d + c. 
Proof. (i) Since d is not redundant, we can find a chain from min x to max y 
containing d. Then fi c d d fy are the asserted calls. 
(ii) If for any c’ E F-, c ’ d d, then also for any x E X, minx s d. By Lemma 
2.2(b) we conclude d E F in contradiction to K. = C\(lf;- U P). q 
As a consequence of the results above we additionally have that F- and F are 
non-extendable antichains, each generating the RMO by its lower and upper 
ideal. To see this e.g. for F-, note that for each call a E C, one can find a call 
CEF- with a s c or a 3 c: if a E F-, then a <f-(a) E F-; if a E Ko, then 
Proposition 2.5(i) applies; if a E F, then a 3 f(a) 2 c for any c E F-. 
Pmposition 2.6. Let d E K and c E F-. If there is sotne x,, E X,. wch thcrt 
nun x,, d d, theta for my x E X,. , min x d 8. 
Proof. We have min x0 sf.;, = c <d, where Proposition 2.3 is used if d $ F-. But 
then for any x E Xc.. min x d c d d. Cl 
We now close our investigation of the structural properties of P,,,, summarizing 
our knowledge in a structural description of an IF. Note that according to the new 
concept of the K&IO. the pnrase . y knows A ‘3 Gt of idu~ill~:iuil” now mzAns 
that there is a call c such that y E c and minx d (*. Because P,,, c PM, this is 
different from the original meaning with respect to the minimal ordering 6. A 
possible interpretation of the deletion of (e; r) i (e’; r’) from PM is that the points 
of e n e’ do not save (store) all information handled in (e; r) after round r. We 
refer to this with the phrase that the points of e fle’ ‘forget’ everything after 
round r. The interesting fact is that saving and further transmission of this set of 
items is not necessary for an (X, Y)-complete IF. Therefore, exchanging 
information according to the RMa means handling smaller sets of information 
units and saving memory space. 
Structural description : Every minimally (X, Y)-complete IF consists of 3 phases 
any of which may be empty. The phases are completely separated by the 
irredundant F-- and F-calls. During the first phase (the F-calls) information is 
collected into blocks that are know to the participants in the irredundant F--calls. 
All the other points can forget everything after this phase. The second phase (the 
kernel) consists of a transmission of information from the participants in 
irredundant F--calls to those in irredundant F-calls, until each of the latter points 
knows everything. By Proposition 2.6 this is done block-wise, and moreover 
without any redundant F-calls. Again, after the kernel, all points not partiripat- 
ing in any irredundant F-call may forget everything. They get the completely 
collected information in the redundant F-calls which form the third phase. Note 
that the original MO does not have these properties, in particular complete 
separation of the phases and block-wise transmission do not hold. 
We should remark that the calls of the first or third phase are used only 
partially and in a ‘directed’ way: It is only necessary to transmit the information 
from all participants to one or from one to all the remaining, respectively. 
Therefore these calls are the generalized ‘one-way-calls’ introduced by Kleitman 
and Shearer [7]. The generalized ‘two-way-calls’ are the calls of the kernel. One 
also can consider the third phase as a collection of broadcasting processes on 
pair-wise disjoint subsets, and the first phase an an analogous ‘inverse’ broadcast- 
ing. While the first and third phase are well-understood, the wide variety of 
distinct IFS and the difficulties arise from the kernel. 
In order to give a good estimate for the number of calls in an IF wt’ need one 
more property of K. For c1 E C, let sue CL and pre CI denote the sets of successors 
and predecessors in the RMO, respectively. 
Proposition 2.7. Lef IF-1 3 2. 
Ij’c E F- U Ko, then 1 6 lsuc cl s k. 
Ifc E F U Ko, then 1 6 lpre cl s k. 
Proof. The lower bound follows from the definition of F- and from Proposition 
2.5(i) for c E Ko. Assume lsuc cl > k for some c E F- U K,,. Note that P,,, = PM on 
K. Because each successor has a non-empty intersection with c, we can find 
c’, C”E K such that c 2 c’, c < c” and c’ n c” # 0. But then c’ and c” must be in 
different rounds and consequently both are comparable, i.e. one of them does not 
cover c. This contradication proves jsuc al s k. The second inequality can be 
proved similarly. Cl 
3. Long information flows 
In this section we present the best-known upper bound for the number of calls 
in a minimally complete IF, i.e. for the case X = Y = V. Clearly, this is also an 
upper bound for a minimally (X, Y)-complete IF if X and Y are arbitrarily given. 
At first, Burosch et al. [4] proved that for k = 2, L d ($). In [12], Stral3burg 
generalized the ideas and proved L d (‘* -$ +‘) for arbitrary k. 
Let a minimally complete IF Q, on (V, ([)) be given arbitrarily. The basic idea 
of our approach is to estimate the number of calls in each of the three phases of 
the RMO constructed in Section 2. 
Lemma 3.1. (F-\F-1 ~r2 -k IF-I; IF\&‘1 s12 -k IFI. 
Proof. Both be proved similarly. Let consiaer F \F. avoid 
formalism us consider the IF &,. From Lemma we know 
in every of F items of after F, 
information known to of calls F. Since is an 
antichain in there are IFI such The remaining points get 
complete set of the calls F\F. Recall that call c (e; r) 
redundant if every c knows before round 
Consequently, assigning to of the - k remaining points the call 
F\F in which point is participant gives (unique) 
mapping. Cl 
While Lemma also holds IF-1 = = 1, now suppose 2 2 
the following of inner kernel K,,. 
Lemma 3.2. For IF-1 > 2, (K,,( S (n - k) IF-1 - n. 
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proof. We use the RMO & and the interpretation given in the structural 
description at the end of Section 2. The main point is that in K,, information is 
transmitted only block-wise because, by Proposition 2.6, after a given call d E K,,, 
the initial items of each point of a block Xc (c E F-) are either known to all the 
participants of d or to none of them. Note that here ‘known’ again is used with 
respect to P, as explained in Section 2! Along the same line, in the following we 
use the phrase “u E V learns the block Xc during the call d E K(,” iff d is the 
(uniquely determined) minimal call which u participates in and which is greater 
than c. The asserted inequality is now proved by counting these situations twice. 
On the one hand, during every call d E Ko, at least one point must learn at least 
one block, because otherwise this call would be redundant. On the other hand, 
after the calls of the inner kernel Ko, no point knows every block by Proposition 
2.5(G). The k IF-! participants of a call of F- start K. with knowing one block 
already, and the remaining n - k IF-j points do not know any block before Ko. 
Hence, 
!Ku!~k!F-!(!F-!-2)+(n-k)F-\)(!F-)-1)=(n-k)!F-)-n. 0 
Theorem 3.1. For X = Y = V, 
2(n -k)+l ifksn<n*, 
where n* = 2k - 1 + ((2k - 1)2 - k(2k - I)]!. 
Proof. For any minimally complete IF q on H, if IF-1 = 1, then IFI = !I(! = 1 by 
Theorem 2.1, and 
ICI = ]F-\F-J + ]K] + (F\F] <2(n -k) + 1. 
If IF-1 3 2, then 
(I) 
lC1 = IF- \F-1 + IF-1 + I&] + IFI + ]F\FI dn + (n - 2k + 1) IF-1 - (k - 1) IFi. 
-4s a consequence of Lemma 2.2 we assumed IF-1 d ]Fi. Hence it follows that 
ICI dn + (n - 3k + 2) IFI, because n 2 k IF’-! 2 2k. (2) 
If n G 3k - 2, then (1) gives the esssntia! upper bound. If n > 3k - 2, then we 
may continue (2) using k IFI s n: 
JCjSn+(n-3k+2)“=g-(2-i)nS 
k k (3) 
An easy calculation shows that the bound in (1) exceeds that in (3) iff n < n*. 
This establishes the bounds on L. Cl 
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In [lo] Liestman and Richards constructed a minimally complete IF with 
2(n -k) + 1 calls for the k-uniform hyperstar Sz:= (V, { (1, . . . , k - 1, i}: i = 
k,k+l,..., n}), where minimality follows from the fact that every complete IF 
on Sf: has at least 2(rz - k) + 1 calls. Consequently, the first bound in Theorem 
3.1 turns out to be sharp. To investigate the second case we generalize an idea of 
Burosch et al. [4] who proved that L 2 ]11’/4] for k = 2. Unfortunately there 
remains a gap of a factcr k between the resulting lower and upper bounds for L. 
Theorem3.2. ForX=Y=Vandn~?k, LS [n/k]2+2(n-kIn/kJ). 
Proof. For k = 2 and n even let qn denote the minimally complete IF with n’/4 
calls given in [4]. Let be n - qk + r where 0 d r G k - 1. Split V in 2q pair-wise 
disjoint subsets with lk/2] or [k/2] elements by 
I$;_, := (i - 1)k + 1, . . . ,(i--I)k+ [:I}, 
fori=l,2,. . . , q. We then define an IF v by its three phases: 
(i) If r#O, then carry out the calls aX:=({l,. . . , k - 1, qk+x}:xj ior 
x=1,2 ,..., r. 
(ii) The calls of the kernel are organized as q24 but with the above-defined 
subsets instead of single points, i.e. the call (V&-l U V$; r + t) takes place in V/J iff 
the call ((2i - 1, 2j); t) takes place in q29. Because 1 V&_, U V2jl = k this is 
possible. Let s denote the last step number of the kernel. 
(iii) If r #O, then carry out the calls bX:=({ 1, . . . , k - 1, qk +x};s +x) for 
x=1,2 ,..., r. 
Obviously, ‘1’ is complete since 972q is complete, and 1~, is minimal because by 
deleting a,, k does not learn the information of x; and by deleting b,, the inverse 
situation occurs. Finally, the kernel does not contain any redundant call because 
q2y does not. Altogether we have 
L(H, $)=r+q+r=q’+Zr= li]2+(n-klfi). Cl 
ti 
Fig. 5 shows an RMO of r/~ in the case q = 4, r = 2, where the calls in the kernel 
are denoted by the indices of the participating subsets of V. Reading these indices 
as points, the kernel of ‘ly in Fig. 5 is vs. The generalization for other values of n 
and k, (resp. q and r) is obvious. In the Hasse diagram, the completeness and 
minimality of (p2c7 an easily be checked. 
We finish the investigation of long IF with a remark on the number of rounds. 
While our definition of minimality excludes redundant calls, up to now we have 
not considered a concept avoiding redundant rounds. It is of interest to consider 
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IFS which are as “parailelized” as possible. Therefore we propose the following 
approach: Starting from an (X, Y)-complete IF QJ on an hypergraph H consider 
the MO &. Then change the numbers of all calls successively such that: 
* S1 consists of all calls which are minimal elements of PA,. 
l a call is carried out immedianAy after all of its predecessors have been 
carried out _ 
T!IUS a call n E C gets the number rank(d) -+- 1 where rank(d) is defined to be 
the length of a longest ascending chain in PA, ending in d. Let q* be this new IF. 
It is easy to see that there is no IF rp’ with a MO isomorphic to that of q and 
T(H, tp') < T(H, rp*), i.e. q* is one of the most effective parallelizations of qx 
For the parameter T = max,[ T(( I/, (,“)). q*) we can conclude the following. 
Proof. (a) Clearly 7 5 L. I;or the hyperstar Si. we have r($ q) = L(Si, q) = 
2(ri-k)+ 1. 
(b) The calls of F- can be done in one round, and so can those of F. Therefore 
T(H, y)~ (F-\F-1 -I- 1 + lk’,,l + 1 + IF/F/, and the assertion follows from the 
proof of Theorem 19.1. Cl 
It is likely that the bc.und for the general case (b) in Theorem 3.3 is not realistic 
a:ld can be improved. 
4. Minimum size of kernel-like posets 
The remaining part of the paper considers the minimum number of calls that a 
minimally f i*;, Y)-complete IF must have. Clearly. Ihe restriction to minimally 
(X, Y)-cornpIe% IFb does not influence this minimal number, but it allows us to 
start from the structural partitioning of an IF given by the RMO in Section 2. As 
in Section 3 we consider the three phases of such an IF separately. Because the 
kernel is the most complicated part, we give a lower bound on its size in this 
section. In fact, we consider slightly more general posets here, and use the main 
result for kernels in the next section. We formulat(3 the results and proofs in the 
language of poset theory and use a notation that is independent of the other 
sections. 
Let k, 1 b 2 be arbitrarily fixed integers and P = (M, s) a partial order d on 
the set IV. Moreover, let min M and max M denote the sets of all minimal and 
maximal elements of P, respectively. The covering relation of P is 2, and for any 
x E M, define sucx and pre x to be the sets of all immediate successors and 
predecessors of x, respectively. Motivated by the properties of kernels of IFS, 
proved in Section 2, we consider posets P satisfying the following conditions: 
For any x E M, jsucxl s I and lpre xl s k. (1) 
For any N E min M, u E max IV, 14 d TV. (W 
Let the cardinalities p := /min IVI and q := lmax M( be fixed. Then the question 
arises as to how small such a poset can be. 
Obviously, the inverse order of P fulfills conditions (I) and (II) iff P, with 
exchanged parameters k and I, dces. Hence we may assume that 
P-q?-1 -- 
k-l I-1 
w.1.o.g. Moreover we will restrict ourselves to the nontrivial case p, q, a2. The 
main result is the following. 
Theorem 4.1. For uny poset P which satisfies (I) and (II) and has exactly p 
minimal and q maximal elements, 
The proof is divided in several parts. Suppose that (MI < m. 
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Proposition 4.1, min M n max M = 0. 
Proof. Let u E min A4 n max M. Since p 22, we have an element K’ E min M, 
u’ fu, with rl’ 6 u E max M by (II). This contradicts the fact that u E min M. Cl 
Our next aim is to extend the covering relation of P to a relation R with 
analogous properties but in which each nonmaximal element has exactly k 
predecessors. To do this, add a set min ‘A4 of kp new elements to M. The 
covering relation of P is extended by the definition that in R ev:iy element of 
min A4 succeeds exactly k distinct elements of min ‘M, but every element of 
min ‘M precedes exactly one element of min M. Furthermore, for any x E M,, : = 
M\(min M U max M), define elements of min ‘M to be predecessors of x in R 
such that in R each x E Al,, has exactly k predecessors and each element of min ‘M 
has at most one successor in M,,. To do this, the kp elements of min ‘A4 suffice, 
since 
P-k IM,,l=IMI-lminMI-lrnaxMI<m-p-4~2 k . I 1 - 
Each x E IV,) needs at most k - 1 additional predecessors in min ‘M, and 
IMol (k - 1) c 2[ps + l)(k - 1) = 2p - 2 < kp = Jmin ‘Ml. 
Throughout the rest of the proof we consider the transitive closure P’ of this 
relation R on the set M ‘ * - .-- M U min ‘M. For the sake of simplicity we will also 
use the symbol x “y iff (x, y) E P’ for elements x, y f M’. Note that eventually 
the covering relation of P’ differs from R. Therefore, if (x, y) E R, then we will 
say that x is an f\“-pr&ccssor of F, and y is an R-successor of x in P’. The 
following properties are immediate consequences of the above construction: 
(4.1) T52 4 elements of max M are the maximal elements of P’. 
(4.2) The kp elements of min ‘M are the minimal elements of P’. 
(4.3) Each element has no more than I R-successors in P’. 
(4.4) Each element of max M has at most k, each element of MI,:= M,, U 
min M has exactly k R-predecessors in P’. 
(4.5) For any z E min ‘M and 21 E max M, z < IJ because there is a u E min M 
with z < u by construction and u s v by (iI). 
(4.6) IM’I = IMI + lmin ‘MI <m + kp = kp + 
=kp+[s]+q+[c]. 
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The rest of the proof generalizes that of Kleitman and Shearer in [73 where 
they establish a lower bound for complete IFS on k-uniform hypergraphs. 
For any x E M’, let x or 2 denote the lower or upper ideal generated by x in P’, 
respectively. 
Proposition 4.2. For any x E M’, if min ‘M E x or max M c x’, then 
respectively. 
Proof. Both parts can be proved in the same way. Let us consider the first 
inequality. Note that x $ min ‘M because otherwise Ixl= I {x) I = 1 < 4 s kp = 
lmin ‘MI, which vpoa_.!d contradict the assumption that min ‘M c _u. Let Ri := 
z\(min ‘M U {x}). For the set Q of all pairs (y, z) E R with y, z E x we have 
IQ/ d (INI + l)k, because each nonminimal element has at most k R- 
predecessors. Moreover, I&I 3 kp + INI because each element of x\ {x} has at 
least one R-successor in x. Hence 
Igl=kp+INI+lakp+ 4-” +l. Cl 
i 1 
Now let 9 be the set of all lower ideals in P’ with exactly 
elements. 
k~gosition 4.3. For any I E 9, 
(a) I fl max M = 0, 
(b) min ‘M c I. 
Proof. (a) Assume that there is v E I n max M. Then also _v E I, but by (4.5) we 
have min ‘M E y and by Proposition 4.2, 
(b) Assume that there is u E min ‘M, u $1. Then also ii n I = a and conse- 
quently, IM’I 3 111 + ICI. By (4.5) we know max M c_ ii, and by Proposition 4.2, 
liil>q+ c +l. 
I 1 - 
which contradicts (4.6). Cl 
For each subset N c M’ let G(N) denote the Hasse diagram of the restrictian 
of R to N. If a component of G(N) turns out to be a tree, then we will call it a 
tree-component. Moreover, let ICI denote the cardinality of nodes in the graph 
G. 
Proposition 4.4. For arly I E 9. G(I) corrtains at ieast two tree-componerlts. 
Proof. We show that G(I) has not more than IG(l)l - 2 edges. Because of 
?roposition 4.3, I consists of min ‘M and 111 - kp nonmaximal elements of M’ 
each having exactly k R-predecessors. Hence G(f) has 
k[$$]<kp+ [s]+(k-I)(z+l)-kp=lco(-l 
edges. Cl 
Among all tree-components of G(1) we choose the two smallest with respect to 
the number of points and denote them by T,(f) and q(l), where IT,(I)1 s I&(f)l. 
Then among all I E 9, we can choose an I’ such that T,(I’) U T,(I’) has minimum 
size. Finally, among all I E 4 with 
we select an J E 9, such that T,(J) has minimum size. For i = 1, 2, let .z, be an 
arbitrarily fixed maximal element among the elements of z(J). 
Proposition 4.5. max M E 2,. 
Proof. Ii z1 E min ‘M, then the assertion follows from (4.5). Let us assume 
Z, $ min ‘M in the following. Then also zZ $ min ‘M since (T,(J)1 d IT,(J)I. 
For i = 1, 2, by Proposition 4.3 we aiso have z, $ max M, i.e. z; E M,, U min M. 
By (4.4), z, has exactly k R-predecessors. Hence, after deleting zi with all the 
incident edges, the tree 7;(J) splits into k subtrees, which we denote by 7;,(J), 
i= 1, 2,. . . , k. 
The idea is to prove that every minimal element of M’\J is ~z,. Then 
M’\J s 2,. and we are done because max M c M’\J by Proposition 4.3. 
Assume th;l,t we have an element y which is minimal in M’\J and for which 
zl +y. Then J’:=(J\{z,})U {y} is another lower ideal of 9. Consider the 
tree-components of G(J’). We start from the fact that at least T,,(J), . . . , T,,(J) 
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and T,(J) are tree-components of G(J\ {z,}). Now consider the different 
situations that occur by putting in the element y. 
Case 1: Two of the T,,(J) remaiR tree-components of G(J’j, w.1.o.g. T,,(J) and 
L(J). 
Then 
I’f,(J’)I -I- jT,(J’)i s IT,,(J): + IT,,(J)1 < IT(J)! < l’Il(Jjl + Ic(Jjl, 
which contradicts the minimality of G(J) U T,(J). 
Case 2: Exactly one of the T,,(J) remains a tree-component of G(J’), w.1.o.g. 
Ti i(J)- 
If also T:(J) is a tree-component of G(J’j, then 
lT,(J’)l + lUJ’)l s IT,,(J)1 + iG(J)I < lT,(J)l + lT,(J)L 
which again contradicts our assumption. If T,(J) is not a tree-component of 
G(J’), then the k edges of y in G(J’) must join T,(J) and T2(J), . . . , qk(J) to a 
tree-component of G(J’). Thus 
IT( + ITz(J)‘)l d IT,,(J) U (G(J) U T,,(J) U - - - U T,,(J) U b’))l 
= IT( + IUJN- 
Because of the minimality of I&(J)1 + IT,(J)I, equality holds abcve, and finally 
IT,(J’)I d IT,,(J)] < IT,(J)], which contradicts the minimality of T,(J). 
Case 3: None of the Tj(Jj is a tree-component of G(J’j. 
Then the k edges of y in G(J’) have to join T,,(J), . . . , T,,(J) and therefore z2 
and y are incomparable in P’. Hence J”:= (J\{z,)) U {y} E 9 and each T,(J) is a 
tree-component of G(J”). Therefore 
lT,(J”)I + IG(J”)l< IMJN + L(J)1 < lG(J)I < IT,(J)I + IT,(J)L 
which contradicts the minimality of T,(J) U T,(J). Cl 
Consequently, zI c y for any minimal element of M’ \J. Since 7: is maximal 
among all elements of J, we have J f~ Z, = (z,}, and therefore IM’I 2 I./ U Z,l = 
IJI + lZ,l - 1. Because of Proposition 4.5 we may apply Proposition 4.2 to 2,. This 
yields 
which contradicts (4.6). Hence, our first assumption that IMI <m is false, and 
Theorem 4.1 is proved. 
Although we do not need it later we should mentioned here that this bound 
cannot be improved. 
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Theorem 4.2. For p 2 q 2 2, there is a poset P of 
elements which has exuztly p minimal and q maximal eiements and satisfies (I) and 
(II). 
Proof. On the set { 1,2, . . . , p + [(p - k)/(k - 1)1 } define a relation Q by: 
ifpsk, then Q=0; 
if k<ps2k -1, thenQ:={(i,p+l):i=l,... ,k}; 
ifp>2k-1, then 
Q:={(i,p+l):i=l,..., k)U((p+j-l,p+j),(i,p+j): 
j = 2, . . . , P-k I 1 k ; i = (j - l)(k - 1) + 2, . . . , j(k - 1) + 1) - 
Note that 
rs+l)(k+l)+l=p. 
It is easy to see that each element has no more than one successor and no more 
than k predecessors. Furthermore, there are p minimal elements 1, . . . , p and no 
more than k maximal elements, i.e. if p s k, then 1, . . . , p, or otherwise, 
p()+ 1,. . . ,P? P+ KP-k)l(k-I)l. 
Using the inverse relation, with appropriately modified parameters, we get a 
relation Q’ with exactly q maximal and no more than 2 minimal elements. This 
can be joined to Q by defining each minimal element of Q’ to cover each 
maximal element of Q. The transitive closure is a poset P of the asserted 
kind. 0 
For the sake of completeness we should mention the results for the trivial cases 
which have been excluded up to now. For p = q = 1, the minimal value of iA41 
obviously equals 1. If p > q = 1, then we have 
as in proposition 4.2. By adding one new maximal element to the above- 
constructed relation Q we get a poset achieving this bound. 
5. Short information flows 
In this section we present a lower bound for the smallest possible number I of 
calls a minimally (X, Y)-complete IF cp must have. Let ~3 be given arbitrarily on 
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H = (V, (x)). We use the notation introduced in Section 2 for the RMO of q, and 
follow the same approach as in Section 3. 
Lemma 5.1. 
rlxl -k IF-1 - 
‘nF-’ + I h IL- 1 1 ’ IFW [ > WI-k IFI 1 k-l * 
Proof. Each of the k IFI participants of an irredundant F-call already knows the 
complete information after F. Therefore, at least IYI - k IFI points must learn it 
in F’, F. On the other hand, for any call d E F\ F, there is at least one participant 
of d who knew everything before d because d n p(d) # 0. Hence (k - 1) IF\ FI 2 
[Y( -k iFI. The proof for E-\r”- is sihh. (3 
Theorem 5.1. For non-empty X, Y c V, 
Proof. , For any minimally (X, Y)-complete IF q on H we have 
L(H, QI) = ICI = IF-\F-1 + llvl+ (F\F(. 
I= 1, then also IFI = IrCl= 1 by Theorem 2.1, and from Lemma 5.1 we If IF- 
have: 
If IF-1 3 2, then the kernel is a poset of the type discussed in Section 4. It has 
properties (I) and (II), and the sets F- and F are the sets of all minimal and 
maximal elements, respectively. Therefore, by Theorem 4.1: 
Using Lemma 5.1 again it follows that: 
ICI [ 
~ IXI -k IF-I 
k-l 
-l+jF-l+ [Iy!yk]+ [S]+IFI+ [IYkw_kiF’] 
3 & ('Xl - k IF-1 - (k -- 1) IF-1 + (F-l - k>] r- t. 
+ +&jFl-k+(k-l),F,+,Y,--k/l.l:l 
1 
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The exact value of I depends on the mutual position of X and Y in V. If they 
have a large intersection, then a well-known construction ([7, lo]) can btz 
generalized to our situation. 
Theorem 5.2. For X, Y c V with IX n Yl B k2, 
Proof. SelectasetZ={x+:i,j=1,2 ,..., k} of k’ points of X fl Y. Then the IF 
consists of: 
(1) redundant F--calls: X?.Z is divided in [( 1X1- k’)/(k - l)l groups of no 
more than ric - i eiements. To each G: these groups we joint points of 2 such that 
each group contains exactly k elements which carry out a call. After this, the k’ 
points of 2 have collected all of the information. 
(2) The irredundant F--calls take place on the edges {xij: j = 1, . . . , k}, for 
i = 1,2, . . . , k. 
(3) ‘I he irredundant F-calls take place on the edges {x,: i = 1, . . . , k } , for 
j=l,2,... , k. Now each point of 2 knows all of the information. Note that the 
inner kernel is empty. 
(4) The redundant F-calls are called out just as the calls of the first step, but 
with respect to Y instead of X. Obviously then the IF is (X, Y)-complete. 
Altogether this IF has 
calls. Cl 
For other special cases, these inequalities yield additional lower bounds. 
Theorem 5.3. For non-empty X, Y c V with 1x1 G k + 1 or I Y I s k + 1, 
Proof. Modify the proof of Theorem 5.1 in the case I F-l, IFI 3 2. For example, if 
IYjsk+ 1, then 
i.e., 
(F\FI a03 
Using this instead of Lemma 5.1 gives the asserted result. Cl 
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The important ‘classical’ case X = Y = V was solved completely before 
([l, 7,9]). While the result for fz Z- k2 is contained in our Theorem 5.2, the 
well-known lower bound 
can also be computed here followmg the proof of Theorem 5.1: If IF-1 = 1, then 
If IF-1 3 2, then 
ICI [ 
3 n-k IF-1 
k-l 1 + IF-1 + 
because IF-1 d k and k IFI d 12. For k = 2, the upper bound Is 1X1+ /Yj - 4 was 
shown in [ll]. 
6. Existence of kernel-like posets 
In this last section we continue the investigation in Section 4 and use the 
notation introduced there. It is motivated by the fact that the poset constructed in 
the proof of Theorem 4.2 cannot be the kernel of an IF if p > 2k - 1 because 
Proposition 2.5(i) does not hold. So e.g. every maximal element of Q is smaller 
than any maximal element of the whole poset P. Therefore we should introduce a 
new condition. 
For any x E M\(min M U max M), there are elements u E min M 
andvEmaxMsuchthatu+xandv#x. 
(III) 
Moreover, by Proposition 2.7 we may restrict condition (I) to the case k = 1 
throughout this section. 
It is easy to see that, if p, q G k, then the construction in Theorem 4.2 yields a 
poset satisfying (I), (II), (III) with as few elements as possible, by Theorem 4.1. 
Unfortunately, we cannot answer the similar question in general. A partial 
answer is given in the following result. 
Theorem 6.1. Ifp = i(k - 1) + 2 f or some positive irzteger j, then there is a poset P 
011 
+ + [psl) 
elements which has exactly p minimal arzd p maximal elements and fulfills (I), (II), 
(III). 
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Proof. We avoid the formal definition and give the !iasse diagram in Fig. 6. Here 
l indicates a single element, q , an antichain of ,L I- - 1 elements, $, indicates each of 
the k - 1 elements of 0 is covered by l , md 7 indicates the inverse situation. 
(I) and (11) are easy to see. Because none of the elements 1, 2, . . . , j is greater 
than EL and because of symmetq, (III) also holds. Finally, F has p = j(k - 1) + 2 
miniiCA and maximal elements and altogether it consists of 2(p + j) elements. By 
0~ ll<k - i) < 1 and 
p-k=p-2 1+ l 1 -- 
k-l k-l 
-=j-l+- 
k-l k-l’ 
we have 
I 1 P-k - n k_l =I- 
Similar constructions exist, if p = 2k - 1 or p = 2k + m, 1 d m d k - 3. If k = 2, 
then Theorem 6.1 holds for all p and the constructed posets turn out to be exactly 
the kernels of the NOHO-IF introduced and investigated by West [13]. Thus our 
construction generalizes this concept to k > 2, but unfortunately not for all p. The 
next theorem shows that 6 poset of the considered kind cannot exist for all 
parameters p and q. 
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Theorem 6.2. If (a) q s k < p or (b) p 2 kq, then there is no poset on 
elements which has exactly p minimal and q maximal elements and satisfies (I), 
(II), (III). 
Proof. Assume that we have a poset P of this type. 
(a) It suffices to prove that q d k implies p d k. For v E max M, we have 
min M c _v because of (II), and similar to Proposition 4.2, 
i.e., 
I_v\{v}I=p+ pet . 
I 1 - 
On the other hand, 
]M\maxMl =p + 
since lmax MJ = q, [(q - k)/(k - 1)1 = 0. But p \ {v} E M\max M, since 
maxMn_v= {v). Consequently. ZJ\(V} = M\max M. For fixed x E M\max M, 
this means x ~21 for any v E max M. By (III) we get x E min M, i.e. min M = 
Ii3 \max M because of Proposition 4.1. Therefore, 
p = Jmin MI = IM\max MI =p + P-k I 1 k , - 
and this implies [(p - k)/(k - l)] = 0 and p d k. 
(b) As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we consider the Hasse diagram of P and 
determine the number r of edges in the subgraph on M\min M. Because each 
element of M \min M has at most k predecessors, G(M) contains no more than 
k I M \min MI edges. If any element of min M has exactly one successor x, then x 
is smaller than each element of max M, by (II). But this contradicts (III), and 
hence every element of min M has at least 2 successors. Therefore, at least 2p 
edges of G(M) are not in G(M\min M), i.e. 
In (a) we used the fact that for any v E max M, I_vi ap + [(p - k)l(k - I)] + 1. 
Hence, for M,, = _M\(min M U max M), we have 
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and consequenr;ly every component of G(M \min M) must contain no less than 
[( p - k>/(/;c - l)] elements of M,,. By 
there are at most 
components. Because G( M \ min M) consists of 
points, it follows that 
This finally yields 
2p-2s(k-*)(y~]+q+[q~l) 
<~k-$p~+l+qr~+I)=p+kq-2 
- 
and p < kq. Hence for p 2 kq a poset of the required kind cannot exist. Cl 
Theorem 5.2 shows that the numbers of minimal and maximal elements cannot 
differ too much. In fact, we conjecture that such posets exist only if p = q. In the 
original telephone problem, this last result can be interpreted as follows. In any 
complete IF with as few calls as possible, the number of irredundant F- and 
F-calls are not too different, and we conjecture that the, are equai. 
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